MysteryQuest 22

Teachers’ Notes

Who Should Receive the Credit?
This MysteryQuest explores the contributions of key individuals towards the discovery of
gold in the Klondike. Students learn that many individuals, including those who were not
actively or directly involved, may share credit for historical events.

A critical thinking challenge to accompany

Great Unsolved Mysteries in Canadian History
Who Discovered Klondike Gold?
http://www.mysteryquests.ca/quests/22/indexen.html

Author: Warren Woytuck
Series Editor: Roland Case
based on an approach developed by The Critical Thinking Consortium (TC2)
www.tc2.ca

Ages
16–18
Courses
Canadian history, social studies
Key Topics
• historical responsibility
• Western Canadian history during the late 19th century
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Critical Challenges
• Identify the contributions of three individuals who played a significant role in the
discovery of Klondike gold.
• Assign credit to those involved in the discovery of gold in the Klondike.
Broad Understanding
• Students will learn to find evidence in textual sources to assign credit for an historical
accomplishment.
• Students will learn that multiple characters and events contribute to events.
Requisite Tools
Background knowledge
• knowledge of the contributions of various individuals to the discovery of gold in the
Klondike
Criteria for judgment
• criteria for assigning credit (e.g., made the greatest effort, completed the most
challenging part, was the first to do it)
• criteria for sound conclusion (e.g., plausible, supported with accurate evidence)
Critical thinking vocabulary
• historical responsibility
Thinking strategies
• data charts
Habits of mind
• attention to detail
Independent Study
This lesson can be used as a self-directed activity by having students individually or in pairs
work their way through the guided instructions and support material found at
http://www.mysteryquests.ca/quests/22/indexen.html.
Whole Class Activities
On the following pages are suggested modifications of the self-guided procedures found on
the MysteryQuest website for use with a class of students. For convenience, each item of
support material and set of procedures are linked to the relevant suggestions for whole class
instruction.
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Suggested Activities
Set the context
Ø Invite students to reflect on an event where one individual receives credit for a notable
accomplishment (e.g., an athlete winning a “MVP” award, a performer winning an
award, a scientist making a discovery). Invite students to brainstorm a list of individuals
who are involved in the achievement but who may not have received credit for their
contributions. Discuss why some individuals receive recognition and others do not.
Encourage students to consider who should receive at least partial credit for such
accomplishments.
Ø Using Introduction as a guide, explain to students the context for their investigation.
Introduce the task
Ø Using The Task as a guide, explain to students that they are to work in small groups to
determine what credit should be given to three individuals involved in the discovery of
Klondike gold.
Learn about the event
Ø Use the three documents described in Step 1: Learn about the Gold Rush to explain to the
class the events and personalities involved in the discovery of gold in the Klondike.
Introduce criteria for assigning credit
Ø Using Step 2: Consider factors for assigning credit as a guide, share with students the
example of several family members contributing to the completion of a puzzle. Use the
discussion of the puzzle to draw out the criteria for assigning credit for an
accomplishment.
Look for evidence of contributions
Ø Using Step 3: Look for evidence of contributions as a guide, instruct students to work
individually or in pairs to examine several primary documents to find evidence showing
who contributed to the discovery of Klondike gold.
Ø Some of the documents the students will examine are excerpts from books, while others
are magazine and news articles – these are very different text forms. You may need to
discuss the reliability and credibility of primary and secondary sources to prepare
students for the task of awarding credit for the gold discovery.
Ø Distribute copies of Identifying Each Person’s Contributions to each pair of students.
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Assign credit
Ø Using Step 4: Assign credit to each contender as a guide, explain to students that they are
now ready to determine the amount of credit each contender should receive for the
discovery.
Ø Distribute copies of Assigning Credit to students. If students are not familiar with the use
of pie charts and percentages, illustrate the procedure using an example from Creating a
Pie Chart.

Evaluation
Ø Use the rubric Assessing the Evidence about Contributions to evaluate students’
identification of evidence about each contender’s contributions.
Ø Use the rubric Assessing the Assignment of Credit to evaluate students’ explanations for
assigning the amount of credit to each contender.

Extension
Ø Invite students to work individually or as a class to pursue the suggested activities listed
in Extension.
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MysteryQuest 22

Support Materials 1 (Activity Sheet)

Identifying Each Person’s Contributions
Factors

George Carmack

Skookum Jim

Great Effort
What details suggest how
hard this contender
worked to discover
Klondike gold?
Challenging
Contribution
What details suggest the
important or challenging
contribution this
contender made to the
discovery of Klondike
gold?
Was First
What details suggest that
this contender was the
first to discover Klondike
gold?
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Robert Henderson

MysteryQuest 22

Support Materials 2 (Activity Sheet)

Assigning Credit
Divide the circle into three parts, reflecting the amount of credit that each of the three contenders
deserves for his part in discovering gold in the Klondike. Indicate the name of the person that applies
to each part of the circle.

Amount of
Credit (%)

Reasons for the assigned amount of credit

George
Carmack

Skookum Jim

Robert
Henderson

100%
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Evaluation Materials 1 (Rubric)

Assessing the Evidence about Contributions

Identifies
relevant
and
important
evidence

Outstanding

Very good

Competent

Satisfactory

In-progress

For each factor,
identifies the
most important
and relevant
evidence about
each contender’s
contributions.

For each factor,
identifies several
relevant pieces
of evidence
including most
of the important
information
about each
contender’s
contributions.

For each factor,
identifies some
relevant
evidence about
each contender’s
contributions,
but important
information is
omitted.

Identifies some
relevant
evidence about
each contender’s
contributions,
but none of the
important
information is
included.

Identifies no
relevant
evidence about
each contender’s
contributions.
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Evaluation Materials 2 (Rubric)

Assessing the Assignment of Credit

Outstanding
Offers
The assignment
persuasive of credit to each
justification
contender is
for the
highly plausible
assigned
and clearly
credit
justified by the
reasons
provided.

Very good

Competent

Satisfactory

In-progress

The assignment
of credit to each
contender is
clearly plausible
and justified by
the reasons
provided.

The assignment
of credit to each
contender is
plausible and
somewhat
justified by the
reasons
provided.

The assignment
of credit to each
contender is
somewhat
plausible, but
barely justified
by the reasons
provided.

The assignment
of credit is
implausible and
not justified by
the reasons
provided.
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